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Abstract: Management of large scale RDF graph is very challenging task. It is not easy to access and manage large-scale, 

million-node (big) RDF graphs. A possible solution to this problem is require Map-Reduced based algorithms and 

techniques, in using semantic web. So RDF data management done more competency. From the relational database 

appearance, competency and scalability of RDF data model are derived from triplet model easily. so, in this survey we 

describe the different types of approaches by using vertical-partitioning with triple nature of RDF. By using these 

different approaches we analyze that using vertical-partitioning in RDF triple nature, we can reduce time as well as 

storage also. 

Index Terms - RDF graphs, Map-Reduce, Semantic web, Vertical-Partitioning, Hexastore, etc.….. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 INTRODUCTION OF BIG DATA. 

The term is often used synonymously with related concept such as Business Intelligence (BI) and data mining. It is true that all 

three terms is about analyzing data and in many cases advanced analytics. But big data concept is different from the two others when 

data volumes, number of transactions and the number of data sources are so big and complex that they require special methods and 

technologies in order to draw insight out of data. [1] 

 This also forms the basis for the most used definition of big data, the three V: Volume, Velocity and Variety as shown in Figure1. 

 Volume: Large amounts of data, from datasets with sizes of terabytes to zettabyte.  

 Velocity: Large amounts of data from transactions with high refresh rate resulting in data streams coming at great speed and 

the time to act on the basis of these data streams will often be very short. There is a shift from batch processing to real time streaming.  

 Variety: Data come from different data sources. For the first, data can come from both internal and external data source. More 

importantly, data can come in various format such as transaction and log data from various applications, structured data as database 

table, semi-structured data such as XML data, unstructured data such as text, images, video streams, audio statement, and more. There 

is a shift from sole structured data to increasingly more unstructured data or the combination of the two. Basic concepts of Location 

Privacy Protection. 

 
Figure 1: 3V’s of Big Data 
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II. RDF GRAPH: 

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [5] is a general framework for how to describe any Internet 

resource such as a Web site and its content. An RDF description (such descriptions are often referred to 

as metadata, or”data about data”) can include the authors of their source, date of creation or updating, 

the organization of the pages on a site (the sitemap), information that describes content in terms of 

audience or content rating [8], key words for search engine data collection, subject categories, and so 

forth. The Resource Description Framework will make it possible for everyone to share Website and 

other descriptions more easily and for software developers to build products that can use the metadata to 

provide better search engines and directories, to act as intelligent agents, and to give Web users more 

control of what they’re viewing. 

       The above example is called RDF graph or sometimes called an RDF triple. Of the two, triple is the 

most helpful term as it describes the breaking of the statement into its three constituent parts: the subject, 

predicate, and object of the statement. [4] 

 
Figure 2: RDF Graph Model [9]  

 

III. MAP-REDUCE ALGORITHM: 
Map-Reduce are a parallel programming model in displayed by Google. The thought is unique from utilitarian programming dialect 

in big data. Map-Reduce parts the issue them handling into two phases (outline and lessen arrange). The guide organize expends 

are (critical, esteem) of sets and gatherings of yield in (key, esteem) matches too. The organize forms the yield of guide arrange 

with keys and yields the last outcome. Map-Reduce structure are simply requires to the software engineer giving guide and reduce 

(join) strategy. However, just if the undertaking can be preoccupied as tasks over (key, esteem) Map-Reduce is reasonable. [12] 

 

The Map-Reduce algorithm the important tasks, namely Map and Reduce. 

 

1. The Map task takes a set of data and converts it into another set of data, where individual elements are 

broken down into tuples key-value pairs. [24] 

2. The Reduce task takes the output from the Map as an input and combines those data tuples key-value 

pairs into a smaller set of tuples. 

 
 

Figure 3: RDF Graph Model [9] 
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IV. COLUMN-ORIENTED PARTITIONING:  
 

There are four general types (most common categories) of NoSQL databases. Each of these categories has its own 

specific attributes and limitations. There is not a single solutions which is better than all the others, however there are 

some databases that are better to solve specific problems [19]. To clarify the NoSQL databases, let’s discuss the most 

common categories: 

 

 Key-value stores  

 Column-oriented  

 Graph  

 Document oriented  
 

V.RELATED WORK: 

 

A. Vertical-Partitioning: 

 

        In this scheme, a triples table is rewritten into n two-column tables, one table per property, where n is the number of unique 

properties in the data. This vertical-partitioning model is oriented towards answering queries in which the property resource is 

bound, or, otherwise, the search is limited to only a few properties. In fact, while Abadi et al. argue convincingly against the 

property-table solutions of the property-based two-column-table approach they introduce shares most of the disadvantages of those 

property-table solutions itself. In fact, the two-column tables used by are themselves a special variation of property tables too. 

Specifically, these two-column tables are akin to the multi-valued property tables introduced in; namely [26], the latter also store 

single properties with subject and object columns. In this respect, the most significant novelty of has been to integrate such two-

column property tables into a column-oriented DBMS. Unfortunately, such an assumption is hard to be realized in a real-world 

setting. Thus, there is a need for scalable semantic web data management that will not depend on assumptions about the number of 

properties in the data or the (property-bound) nature of the executed queries. 

 

B. Hexastore: 

 

        We took the vertical partitioning idea further, to its full logical conclusion. The result does not discriminate against any RDF 

elements; it treats subjects, properties and objects equally. Thus, each RDF element type deserves to have special index structure 

built around it. Moreover, every possible order of the importance or precedence of that three elements in an indexing scheme is 

materialized. The result amounts into a sextuple indexing scheme. We call a store that maintains six such indices a Hexastore. Each 

indexing structure in a Hexastore centers around one RDF element and it defines a prioritization between other two elements. Thus, 

the Hexastore equivalent of two-column property table can be either indexed by subject and allow for a list of multiple object entries 

per subject, or vice versa. 

 

        Hexastore does not take any prioritization of that three triple attributes for granted. RDF triples are not assumed to exist in a 

property-based universe. Hence, a Hexastore [26] creates not only property-headed divisions, but also subject-headed and object-

headed ones. 

 

        In the former case, a given subject header s is associated to the property vector p(s) and to the object vector o(s); a list of 

associated objects op(s) is appended to each entry in the property vector. Same as lists of associated properties po(s) are appended to 

entries in the object vectors. Again, a list of properties psy(ox) for object ox and subject sy in this object-headed indexing is identical 

to the property list pox(sy) of the subject-headed indexing. Same as a list of subjects spx(oy) for property px and object oy in the object-

headed indexing is identical to the subject list soy(px) featured in the property-headed indexing. 

 

        Putting it all together, the information for each triple (s, p, and o) in the data is represented in six ways, one for each possible 

prioritization of the three elements. We name these 3! = 6 prioritization ways by acronyms made up from the initials of the three 

RDF elements in the order of each prioritization. For example, the indexing that groups the data into subject-headed divisions with 

property vectors and lists of objects per vector is the spo indexing. Likewise, the osp indexing groups data into object-headed 

divisions of subject vectors with property lists per subject. In this framework, the column-oriented vertical partitioning scheme of, 

in which two-column property tables are sorted by subject, which can be seen as a special, simplified variant of our pso indexing. 

The six indexing schemes are then called spo, sop, pso, pos, osp, and ops. 

 

         Fig 3 represents a general example of spo indexing in a Hexastore where subject key si is associated to a sorted vector of ni 

property keys, {pi1, pi2.  . . pini}. Each property key pi
j is, in its turn, linked to an associated sorted list of ki j object keys. These 

objects lists are accordingly shared with the pso indices. The same spo pattern will be repeated for every subjects in the Hexastore. 

Moreover, analogous patterns are materialized in other five indexing schemes. 
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Figure 4:  spo indexing in a Hexastore [17] 

 

C.COVP1 & COVP2: 

 

        The COVP method through our pso indexing. This indexing provides an enhancement compared to the purely vertical-

partitioning approach of; namely, the pso indexing groups together multiple objects {o1,o2,...,on}related to the same subjects by a 

unique property p; on the other hand, in the vertical partitioning scheme, a separate〈s,oi〉entry is made for each such object oi in 

the two-column property table for property p. Moreover, we heed the suggestion in [5] that a second copy of each two-column 

property table can be created, sorted on the object column. 

 

        In fact, this suggestion was not followed in [5]; instead, only unclusterd B+ tree indices were built on the object columns with 

the vertically-partitioned architecture implemented in Postgres. However, such tree indices were not built when the same vertically-

partitioned architecture was implemented in a column-oriented DBMS, which in fact provides the top performance in [5]. Besides, 

the object column is not sorted in any of the approaches examined in [5]. Still, the suggestion of having a second copy of each two-

column property table, sorted on object, is tantamount to having both a pso and a pos index in our scheme. Thus, for the sake of 

completeness, we also conduct experiments on such a two-index property-oriented store. In order to distinguish between the two, 

we call the single-index (i.e., pso) property-oriented store COVP1, and the two-index (i.e., pso and pos) store COVP2. The latter 

illustrates both the benefits of using a second index in comparison to the single-index COVP1 [26], as well as its limitations in 

comparison to the six-index Hexastore. 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

Table 1: Experimental Results of Comparison of the techniques 

 

 
 

       Here, We have some Experimental results for all three techniques for vertical partitioning method which is Hexastore, COVP1 

and COVP2. From these results We found the graph which is given bellow that tells that the Hexastore technique is better in time 

searching and COVP1 technique is better for store the RDF graph in Big data world. 

 
Figure 5: Comparison Graph Of three different techniques 
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VII. FUTURE DIRECTION: 

 

1. Uncertain Big RDF Graph Management 

 

        In real world scenario management of uncertain RDF graph is very challenging task. So as we 

survey in this work that if we using map-reduced based algorithms with NoSQL column-oriented 

partitioning distributed database then it’s easily manage the uncertain RDF graph and required less 

storage.[14] 

 

2. Indexing Big RDF Graphs 

 

        A possible solution to such problem is represented by indexing data structures Map-Reduce[14] 

model based algorithm which improve a query processing on big RDF graphs and tried to exploit the 

computation power and such complexity above. So using the indexing big RDF we can get better 

result. 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION: 

 

 After this survey we can conclude that in managing RDF graph the column-oriented vertical partitioning methods 

and Hexastore method is very effective. For, better storage there is COVP1 (column-oriented vertical-partitioning) 
method is best and for better time the Hexastore technique is best. 
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